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I changed the title some but the idea remains. When I passed this around Twitter I got a lot of 
what I might call "pushback" people who were like IT IS SO A BOOK. So I'm starting from the 
IT IS SO A BOOK perspective. Just like a kiwi is a bird, only it doesn't fly.



So I'm not a purist, but I do live in a place where ebooks really haven't caught on yet. Some 
people love them, those people are called "early adopters" where I am. I'm not here to 
problematize them, I love digital content, but to point out the many ways librarians are in this 
weird place, and maybe talk a little about what we can do.
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I have an undergrad degree in linguistics. We have a saying that explains a larger principle 
"The morning star is the evening star" Let me bore you briefly by explaining what this 
means... These are two "senses" of things [star in morning, star in evening] that really refer to 
one real world thing, Venus. ebooks and books on the other hand are two real world things 
that refer to one "sense" of a thing, a thing we can’t totally nail down.



book

So the senses are confusing because one of them is a specific thing and one is less specific. 
What we call a book for the most part is specific. And while the idea of a book encompasses 
an ebook, the reverse isn't exactly true. So, book. You know, movable type, covers, pages in 
order, words. Get them at a store or a library. Susceptible to moisture, fire, that sort of thing.



ebook

Ebook. When most people say ebook they mean ebook reader because you can't really find a good photo on 
Wikipedia of an ebook just like you can't find a picture of an MP3. However unlike how an MP3 is a standard file 
type, an ebook is not. So this is an ebook reader (from Turkey) with an ebook loaded on it which is in some 
specific ebook format. This is a failure of language, it's not your fault that this is true. However you need to work 
within this context and know why it confuses the hell out of people.



So you've got a few different formats with a few differing characteristics. And then a few types of readers 
that will manage various subsets of these formats. This can go from nearly 1:1 [a Kindle 1 mostly only reads 
Kindle docs and text and Mobi, Kindle2 reads more] to an iphone or android device which can read most of 
them. If you're like me, you dread the "what ebook reader should I buy" question almost as much as the 
"which computer should I buy" I always tell people to get what their friends get.
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yeah
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At some level I think you know this, but if you don't know this, it's important. You know, like 
how a platypus is a mammal ... except that it lays eggs and is venomous. It’s the exceptions 
that determine the outline of the thing. So let’s talk.



content vs. container

But simplified, we're looking at this. And NOW WE ARE IN METAPHOR TERRITORY. I think it's been so long that we 
forget that the printed word is sort of an abstraction, of sorts, of our thoughts, of storytelling and recordkeeping. 
But for a lot of people, difficulty in managing metaphors is one of the things that makes technology 
complicated for them. We are dealing in abstractions and it's unclear which parts are "real". I can tell you a digital 
file is real, of course it is, but I can't hand it to you without using both a container and a metaphor.



I really think the hardest metaphor here is perspective. An ebook is a book ACCORDING TO 
WHOM? And for what? We never really had to think about the "for what" part before. Books 
are for use. Right? But they’re also a product, and this is where things get weird.



So here's a question. Is this man tall? And I know this is a little clumsy but let's pick it apart because it's important. 
Tall is a mostly relative assessment. Relative to both other things and some sort of platonic ideal. So is he tall? 
[click] how about now? I always think about this when I talk about something being easy, or being inexpensive. 
Relative to what? A guy can be tall relative to other guys, or relative to the guy he’s standing next to, or relative to 
a forest, or his family. There is no generalized “tall” without context. This is what I say about ebooks.
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So let's dig into specifics. Look, there's our guy again. This is a basic diagram comparing English 
wikipedia in Aug 2010 as text when printed and how it would look as a bookshelf. 15GB of content. 
2660 volumes, give or take. 15GB would fit on my key drive. When people get excited about ebooks, 
that's one small part of why.



And there's the weird scale thing. And the accompanying money thing. Both of these are 
things people buy. Print books less and less, but still...



When we think of "how much things cost" in the library world we're looking at both the publisher's cost and the margin, 
right? Books an debooks both take time to design, lay out, deliver, distribute, etc. Two sets of books costs more in 
paper, shipping, all the stuff. Two CDs costs the incremental cost of an additional CD and the time to copy it. Two 
ebooks costs the copying time and a vanishing amount of money [storage really is essentially free] for the space. And yet 
publishers need a revenue stream. We work with them, we work on this. We’re not at a comfy happy place where 
everyone feels like they’re coming out okay in the deal. We’re not even feeling we agree on the rules yet.



Just to give you a laugh, here's my book. When I asked about an “ebook” this is what they 
sent me. [this is not an ad, feel free to never buy this]
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what matters 
& to whom

So as I’ve said I work where there aren’t many ebooks, where I get to teach someone how a 
mouse works every week. I love my work. I so think, however, that one of the reasons this is 
all so complicated is because we’re all coming at it from different angles.



The joke is that no one needs a manual for a book. But we do teach people how to read, and to 
comprehend. A lot. Teaching someone to use an ebook is teaching them tech comprehension in addition to 
reading comprehension. And yet the dump things are often so context insensitive you can’t read an ebook 
about how to use your ebook device [sometimes you can]. I’ll outline some other issues, from various 
perspectives.
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Authors
- ebook is code for “never 
goes out of print”
- ebooks mean “have no 
control over design”
- ebooks mean telling your 
friends “I don’t know” a lot
- ebooks are tough to sign
- many publishers don’t quite 
“get” ebooks

I said I wanted a copy of my book in every format, has not happened. No easy signings.



Authors
- ebooks mean a chance for 
more revisions & updates
- ebooks can let you skip the 
publisher
- ebooks mean true multi-
media, not a book & a CD
- ebooks can be greener



Readers
- ebooks require investment & 
tech understanding
- ebook formats change*
- special stores for different 
ebooks
- ebooks can be recalled*
- ebooks are tough to browse
- others can’t see what you’re 
reading
- reading in the tub sucks

Readers? No used market, no tactile engagement w/ text, gifts?



Readers
- can carry 10,000 ebooks at 
once
- lots of free content
- lots of pirated content
- books that are computers 
and vice versa
- cool factor
- any book can be large print 
or read aloud

Readers? No used market, no tactile engagement w/ text, gifts?



Librarians
- leasing not buying
- no right of first sale
- unclear privacy policies
- terms can change
- lending restricted
- “one user” model tough to 
adapt
- must choose vendors/
partners

librarians



Librarians
- ability to get granular stats 
on usage
- short-term purchasing for 
popular titles
- easy storage 
- opportunity for much more 
autonomy
- user/patron-generated 
content possible

librarians



honestly?

standards

real business models

stewardship of the new cultural 
environment

cultivation of container & content



maintain perspective



carry on



Thanks!
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